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dalla rete Enterprise Europe Network  
 

Software company sought to work with blockchain company on digital certification for the supply 

chain (Ref: TRDE20230413010) 

A German-based start-up focused on the global green hydrogen market provides a Software-as-a-

Service to support the energy transition through the digital supply chain. The start-up ensures that 

green hydrogen production really comes from renewable sources via a digital certification for the 

Power-to-X marketplace. It is looking for a software company for the proof of concept to help with 

the Blockchain architecture development and API integration.  

*** 

Spanish company is looking for partners for "Cybersecurity in the connected vehicle" project  (Ref: 

RDRES20230427017) 

Spanish company is seeking a partner with expertise in the field of intelligent vehicles. Aim is to 

integrate our solution with existing and/or new systems and applications related to autonomous 

vehicles. Ideal partner would cover the technical scope of the vehicle part, including user testing 

and concept validation. Special interest in partners who can provide end-users for concept testing. 

Our project falls under the INCIBE financing program “CPP3-R2. CIBERSEGURIDAD EN EL VEHÍCULO 

CONECTADO”.  

*** 

Looking for SMEs in maritime and coastal tourism (Ref: TRES20230425013) 

Spanish cluster, is looking for European SMEs in maritime and coastal tourism that need support to 

develop innovation and internationalization activities. The SME can benefit from financial support 

to cover the service cost. The cooperation will be formalised in the context of an EU funded project. 

*** 

A SME is sought to join ICARHE: Improving Children and Adolescents' caRdiovascular Health in 

Europe  (Ref: RDRFR20230425018) 

A well-known French Institute aims to launch a large-scale, co-designed, European intervention trial 

aiming to improve the cardiovascular health of children and adolescents accounting for their health 

literacy and using digital tools as one of the drivers of the intervention. A SME is sought to apply to 

an EU-funding call. The SME would be responsible for the development and maintenance of the 

digital tool.  

*** 
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A French company specialising in the construction and marketing of sailing dinghies and 

catamarans is looking for business partners. (Ref: BOFR20230419009) 

The company has been designing and building its boats in France since 1983. It offers several ranges 

of sailboats, from the lightest catamarans suitable for learning to the most innovative and efficient 

ones for speed addicts. it offers too Optimist, flying boat. The French SME is looking for distributors 

to promote its brand and know-how abroad through an acquisition agreement, commercial agency 

agreement, or distribution services agreement. 

*** 

R&D company specialized in biobased and recycled composites materials looks for a consortium 

on the HORIZON-JU-CBE-2023-IA-07 topic “High performance, circular-by design, bio-based 

composites” (Ref: RDRFR20230417019) 

A French SME specialised in the development of bio-sourced composites is looking for a consortium 

building a proposal on the topic “High performance, circular-by design, bio-based composites” 

(HORIZON-JU-CBE-2023-IA-07). It has a specific expertise in natural fibres characteristics (bamboo, 

flax, basalt..) and in composites made with co-products (recycled used tyres). Entities preparing a 

proposal for the CBE topic or involved in previsous funded projects ECOXY, SUCHY, VIBES, BIZENTE 

are sought. 

*** 

Portuguese services SME is looking for a partner to develop an application for measuring and 

control of the consumption of electricity, gas and water to improve efficiency in its costumers 

(Ref:TRPT20230412010) 

 

PT SME with knowledge of the Portuguese market, experience in measuring electricity consumption 

and in the gas business, is willing find an Artificial Intelligence partner to develop an application to 

make remote analysis and rationalization of electricity, gas and water, to apply in domestic and 

tertiary equipment of its customers under a commercial agreement with technical assistance. 

 

 

Per segnalarci il profilo di vs interesse, compilare questo modulo oppure   

contattateci  

all’indirizzo alps.europa@ge.camcom.it anche per approfondimenti o ulteriori ricerche  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1arn3t71l6I9xwr8dxaRAoA1pnkeMk9rwZFuLyx6GhFM/edit
mailto:alps.europa@ge.camcom.it

